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Klüh Cleaning expands service range to include digital waste management at h16b 
 

 

Düsseldorf, 20.12.2022 – Klüh Cleaning, a subsidiary of the Klüh Group, is now cooperating with Hailo Digital 

Hub (h16b for short), which is a spin-off of the long-standing company HAILO and specialises in digital waste 

solutions. The partnership enables the cleaning division of the multiservice provider to offer its customers 

optimised waste management as part of its sustainable cleaning concept.  

 

The centrepiece of the innovative waste management system is the intelligent waste bins from Hailo Digital Hub, 

which, equipped with precision sensor technology, are integrated into the Klüh Eco System for Smart Services. 

The sensors record important waste data such as filling levels and utilisation and send it to the AI-supported data 

cloud for structured analysis. The evaluated information is then transmitted via an interface to Klüh’s service 

portal DigiService, where it can be viewed by the cleaning staff and the customer. As a result, the digital waste 

management not only creates transparency concerning the amount of waste generated, but also enables 

predictions about the ideal emptying times and thus helps to optimise the cleaning process. In addition, the 

information obtained provides the basis for sustainability and business reports, which are required for the 

implementation of ESG requirements or verifiability in the context of the GreenLease. 

 

Peter Meiwes, operational managing director of Klüh Cleaning: “Klüh already supports numerous customers with 

individual cleaning concepts which incorporate CO2-reducing measures throughout the entire cleaning process. 

We regard h16b’s waste management as an important element in optimising our comprehensive approach to 

sustainability.”  

Christoph Erbach, managing director at h16b: “Waste management measures are an attractive and effective 

way to reduce greenhouse gases. We are delighted to be able to contribute to more sustainability and a better 

future as part of our cooperation with Klüh.” 

 

Klüh Cleaning convinces with particularly sustainable cleaning solutions across the entire value chain. This 

includes the use of water-saving cleaning devices, environmentally friendly cleaning chemicals and work clothes 

made of recycled material. Resource-saving processes which are individually tailored to the customer’s needs, 

which can be quantified, documented and are always transparent, also help to reduce emissions and improve the 

customer’s environmental footprint.  

 

 

About Klüh: 

Klüh Cleaning is part of Klüh Service Management GmbH, an internationally active multi-service provider from 

Düsseldorf, which is celebrating its 111th company anniversary this year. Founded in 1911, the family-run 

company has decades of experience in the area of infrastructural services. The departments Cleaning, Catering, 

Clinic Service, Security, Personnel Service, Airport Service and Integrated Services offer both individual services 

as well as multiservice concepts. With more than 52,000 employees in seven nations, the company achieves 

sales of around 814 million Euros (2021). For further information see www.klueh.de. 
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